
Nº Bedrooms: 5 Nº Bathrooms: 5 Nº People: 10 Parking M² built: 260 m² Wifi Fireplace Sauna
Private SPA Mountain view Air conditioning Dishwasher Washing machine Ski Room

Skiing/Snowboarding Cycling Cross country skiing Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

Penthouse in St. Anton
10 to 12 guests

“A cross-pollination between modern design and alpine chic.”
Your own penthouse in St Anton

When you’re staying at the sensational chalet penthouse, St Anton is literally at your feet. This stunning accommodation stretches across the entire top floor and comfortably houses groups of 10 to 12 people. Our
penthouse combines contemporary design with a typical and charming Austrian chalet style. In addition, this space serves as the perfect haven for anyone who wants to wind down in full luxury and comfort after a
busy day on the slopes.

The penthouse offers elegant and fabulously open accommodation. The interior is the perfect crossover between contemporary design and Alpine chic. The high ceilings reach right into the rafters, exposing the
roof beams to add an extra architectural element to the space. On top of that, the penthouse is finished with the finest wood and natural stone throughout; two materials that lend extra warmth, atmosphere and
cosiness. Two spacious patios mean you can make the most of the sun at any time of day. Natural daylight floods into the space through large panoramic windows, which also offer stunning mountain views: at the
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penthouse, the Alps are never far away.

The living space has a pleasant L-shaped floorplan. A large open-plan kitchen, fitted with the latest new appliances, adjoins a snug dining space that blends into the seating area.

In the seating area, your group can pick a comfy spot to wind down on the inviting corner sofa or the 2 armchairs. Reminisce on past times, share your most memorable experiences of the day or sip a well-
deserved digestif in the presence of a crackling fire in the modern, electric fireplace. 

With no fewer than 5 stunning bathrooms, your group can spend the night in complete luxury. Aside from a sophisticated interior, each bedroom has its own bathroom. To complete the picture, each one of these
bathrooms is finished in beautiful natural stone.
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